Family Challenge
Christianity
(not about us)

Did you know that you can fight hunger by playing an online trivia game?

Since 2010 the website freerice.com has raised $1.4 million for the UN World Food Programme. Every trivia question someone answers correctly triggers a payment from one of the site's advertisers that the UN WFP uses to purchase food for those experiencing hunger.

Challenge
Donate grains of rice by correctly answering trivia questions at www.freerice.com

Starts Wednesday, May 12
Ends Wednesday, May 26

To participate make sure to create a profile and join Group ID# #####.

When the board set about defining values a few years ago Christianity was defined as “not about us.” The Foundation shares a name with most of us (Longbrake), so it is kind of about us right? It is, and that’s okay, but as Philippians 2:4 states, “Do not merely look out for your personal interests, but also the interests of others.” There are probably more fun games you could be playing online the next two weeks, but by choosing to use your screen time to play freerice you get to help others while still getting to play a game.

All family members are encouraged to participate. Trivia category and difficulty level are up to each individual. You are welcome to familiarize yourself with the website before our challenge starts. Dorothy will track stats subtracting out anything earned before our challenge starts. There will be a prize delivered to the individual who earns the most rice overall and of course they will have bragging rights as the TLFF Trivia Champion.
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